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RECOMMENDED ACTION(S)

Consider receiving an update on the Salesforce Transit Center (STC) Project

BACKGROUND/RATIONALE

Salesforce Transit Center Construction

Crews continue with construction across all zones of the main building; however, continued
delays on the mechanicaland electricalcontracts push the substantialcompletion date further
into May 2018. The Transbay Joint Power Authority (TJPA) continues attempts to mitigate for
these delays, but staff is uncertain on whether or not this willaffect the operationaloccupancy
date in June.

Since the last report, crews completed the exterior awning installation along with the glass
skylights and oculus. The Gondola between Mission St and the rooftop park is partially
complete. Meanwhile, landscaping on the rooftop park continues. Crews continue on the
pathway and other hardscape, and the tree planting is nearly 80 percent complete. However,
there is further delay on the rooftop park and TJPA has pushed its completion date into May.

The Bus Deck construction continues on the ceiling installation, along with the mechanical,

electrical, plumbing and fire suppression systems. Construction delays have affected the testing
schedule by a couple more months. Staff is working on how to accomplish finaltesting within
the construction site to ensure a timely training schedule for opening in June

In December, SFMTA started operating Line 5 Fulton service on-street outside the building in
the partially completed Bus Plaza. This operation fulfilled the Transportation Infrastructure
Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) loan requirement to start operations in 2017. All other
service will begin in conjunction with the main bus deck service in June.

Bus Storage Facility (BSF)

Ghilotti Construction continues working on schedule. Currently, crews are pouring concrete for
the bridge deck and the connecting ramp structures. Their schedule is on track to complete the
project in June 2018. As there willbe a lag period between the STC opening and BSF operations,

staff will mitigate for the lack of afternoon staging space by utilizing unoccupied bus bays on
the Bus Deck and identifying other staging opportunities on site
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Bay Bridge Merge Mitigations

AC Transit staff initiated the design process for the Bay Bridge merge mitigations for Caltrans

approval. All agencies (AC Transit, TJPA and San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
ISFMTAI agree with the mitigations, which include an activated flashing beacon for vehicles on

the Essex Street on-ramp and associated signage and pavement striping. In January 2018,
Parsons Transportation Group submitted the].00% designs to Caltrans as part of TJPA's existing
bus ramp permit. While the TJPA maintain the Bay Bridge merge is outside their project limit,
they have committed to constructing the mitigations. Meanwhile, TJPA and Caltrans continue
to assess the need for geometric changes at the merge point. If there is no geometric work
required, and no unforeseen issues, the mitigation construction could be complete by April.

Bus Ramp Design Modifications

The bus ramp construction from the 1-80 freeway to the STC is complete and crews are working
on punch list items. AC Transit tested the ramps in April 2017 with other regional operators.
This test assessed the striping before the contractor finished the work to make any minor
adjustments before the final striping work. There were a handful of minor, but safety
enhancing, requests submitted by AC Transit staff and the other agencies involved. TJPA staff
initially denied the requests and closed the striping contract without any changes.
Subsequently, TJPA agreed to include this work in the final bus deck striping contract. District
staff are waiting to review the final designs.

Testing, Training and Timeline

Successful testing of the bus deck drive aisle occurred in early December 2017. Staff requested
minor striping modifications based on the tests and TIPA agreed to incorporate them in the
final layout. Unfortunately, due to construction activities and materials obstructing access, a full
bus deck test was not possible during the December test. Because of the construction delays
and subsequent lack of access to the bays, the bus bay tests will not occur until March at the
earliest. Only once the finaltesting is complete can operator training begin.

District staff have provided clear instruction to TJPA on the requirements for when training can
begin. In addition to the fulltesting of the bus bays, the Bay Bridge merge mitigations need to

be complete, and the District requires a partialbeneficialoccupancy permit, issued by TJPA but
authorized by the City Fire Marshall and City Department of Building Inspection. This partial
permit willenable the bus deck training without the need for hard hats and ensures the safety
of our operators and training staff. TJPA staff anticipate they will provide this permit by the
second week of April. Training staff are preparing to have materials in place as soon as practical
once the testing is complete

With TJPA delaying access even further, the onus is on the District to compress the training
schedule in order to meet TJPA's timeline. If allthe requirements mentioned above are met by
the second week of April, training staff willhave approximately 10 weeks to complete operator
training. While this is a heavily compressed timeline, staff are optimistic they can achieve it. If
there is any further delay from TJPA, the June opening date is in jeopardy.
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Projected Operating Charges and Sub-Tenants

The current schedule details the first retailopening in the last quarter of 2018 with fullbuildout
by the end of 2019. The lag time between the District's occupation of the STC and a fullrevenue
stream from retailers may be more than 12 months, as it will take time to construct the retail
infrastructure in the building and attract tenants. As such, the projected revenues fallshort of
the TJPA's projected operating costs for the first four years of operation. While the District
expects a shortfallof revenues to costs in the initialyears before the railoperations begin, the

magnitude of the shortfall is expected to be significantly higher than originally anticipated or
estimated in the 2008 Lease and Use Agreement. The TJPA has advised alltransit operators of
their expected costs per their respective lease and use agreements.

One point of contention is the base tenant improvements costs for the retail tenants, which
accounts for nearly half of the operating and maintenance costs in the first year. TJPA staff are
looking to use the use the San Francisco City funded reserve to cover these costs. The Cost
Review Committee will consider this at the February 16 meeting. If this occurs, it would
substantially reduce the District's first year obligation. Staff will keep the Board apprised.

AC Transit will be the master tenant on the Bus Deck, which includes other transit operators.
Staff is drafting license and protocol agreements with SFMTA, WestCAT, Greyhound and
Amtrak. These will be similar to the current sub-leases between WestCAT and Golden Gate
Transit for use of space at the Transbay Temporary Terminal. However, new specific protocols
and operations & maintenance cost sharing are required for the STC. Staff plan to bring these
license agreements to the Board for approvalin March 2018.

Operating Reserve and Capital Budget Contribution

The 2008 Lease and Use Agreement commits the District to contributing $57 million in 2011
dollars to the project by 2050. The District has already provided $39.6 million in year-of-
expenditure dollars ($34.2 million in 2011 dollars) to the project. The District anticipates
meeting the remainder of this commitment through a combination of lump sum payments and
a Transbay Passenger Facility Charge (PFC). Staff held a public hearing on January 24th to
initially increase the base Transbay adult fare by $1. Pending Board approval, the timing of the
PFC is anticipated to be in conjunction with the July 2018 fare change

BUDGETARY/FISCAL IMPACT

In addition to the remaining capital contribution stated above, the Lease and. Use Agreement
commits the District to potentia]]y significant operating charges for FY 20].7-18 and after. As
discussed above, this could be around$4 million per year. Staff continues discussions with TJPA
and MTC about the significant negative impact these charges could have for the District and
possible additional funding to offset them. As mentioned above, use of San Francisco funded
reserves would significantly reduce the first year costs. The TJPA Cost Review Committee
meeting willconsider this item on February 16.
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ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES:

There are no advantages or disadvantages associated with this briefing report.

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS:

There are no alternatives associated with this briefing report

pRiOK RELEVANT BOARD ACTION/POLICIES:

Staff Report No. 17-299: Quarterly Report on the Salesforce Transit Center Project

A'TTACHMENTS

None

Approved by:

Reviewed by:

Ramakrishna Pochiraju, Executive Director of Planning and Engineering

Denise Standridge, GeneralCounsel
Claudia Allen, Chief Financial Officer
Robert del Rosario, Director of Service Development and Planning
Chris Andrichak, Director of Management and Budget
Linda Morris, Senior Transportation PlannerPrepared by:
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